The photosynthetic apparatus of green sulfur bacteria, the chlorosome, is generally considered as a highly efficient natural light-harvesting system. The efficient exciton transport through chlorosomes toward the reaction centers originates from self-assembly of the bacteriochlorophyll molecules. The aim of the present work is to realize a long exciton diffusion length in an artificial light-harvesting system using the concept of self-assembled natural chlorosomal chromophores. The ability to transport excitons is studied for porphyrin derivatives with different tendencies to form molecular stacks by self-assembly. A porphyrin derivative denoted as ZnOP, containing methoxymethyl substituents ({meso-tetrakis[3,5-bis(methoxymethyl)-phenyl]porphyrinato}zinc(II)) is found to form self-assembled stacks, in contrast to a derivative with tertbutyl substituents, ZnBuP ({meso-tetrakis[3,5-bis(tert-butyl)phenyl]porphyrinato}zinc(II)). Exciton transport and dissociation in a bilayer of these porphyrin derivatives and TiO2 are studied using the time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) method. For ZnOP layers it is found that excitons undergo diffusive motion between the self-assembled stacks, with the exciton diffusion length being as long as 15 ( 1 nm, which is comparable to that in natural chlorosomes. For ZnBuP a considerably shorter exciton diffusion length of 3 ( 1 nm is found. Combining these exciton diffusion lengths with exciton lifetimes of 160 ps for ZnOP and 74 ps for ZnBuP yields exciton diffusion coefficients equal to 1.4 × 10 -6 m 2 /s and 1 × 10 -7 m 2 /s, respectively. The larger exciton diffusion coefficient for ZnOP originates from a strong excitonic coupling for interstack energy transfer. The findings show that energy transfer is strongly affected by the molecular organization. The efficient interstack energy transfer shows promising prospects for application of such self-assembled porphyrins in optoelectronics.
Introduction
The occurrence of photosynthesis is crucial for life on earth. The first essential step in photosynthesis is the capture of sunlight. To absorb sunlight efficiently, photosynthetic organisms are equipped with light-harvesting systems. These lightharvesting systems are typically based on ring-like bacteriochlorophyll-protein complexes. The proteins determine the three-dimensional structure of the light-harvesting complex. The main function of the bacteriochlorophyll molecules involves the absorption of sunlight. Absorption of a photon results in the formation of a strongly bound electron-hole pair, also referred to as an exciton. Due to the specific mutual orientation of adjacent bacteriochlorophyll molecules, excitons are transported efficiently through one or more light-harvesting complexes over distances of typically 10-20 nm toward the reaction center, where exciton dissociation into charged species takes place. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] An alternative efficient exciton transport pathway can, however, also be present in systems that lack a protein matrix; an example is the chlorosome, the photosynthetic system in green photosynthetic bacteria. The chlorosome is an ellipsoidal shaped organelle with a typical size of 15 nm × 30 nm × 100 nm, 9 based on self-assembled bacteriochlorophyll c, d, or e molecules organized by bacteriochlorophyll-bacteriochlorophyll rather than by bacteriochlorophyll-protein interactions. 10-13 † Delft University of Technology. ‡ Utrecht University. Essential for self-assembly of the bacteriochlorophyll molecules in the chlorosome are (a) the coordinative bonds between electron-donating side groups and the electron-accepting Mg center of the molecule and (b) the π-π interactions between the bacteriochlorophyll macrocycles. 10, 11, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Excitons are transferred through the self-assembled stacks over distances of typically 10-15 nm 12 to a bacteriochlorophyll a containing base plate, connected to the chlorosomal vesicle, and further toward a reaction center. Energy transfer between adjacent bacteriochlorophyll molecules within one self-assembled stack occurs extremely rapidly, typically on a time scale of 100 fs, corresponding to an energy transfer rate (k ET ) equal to 10 13 s -1 . [19] [20] [21] If we assume an exciton to be localized on one bacteriochlorophyll molecule, the exciton diffusion coefficient (D E ) follows from where R DA presents the center-to-center distance between adjacent bacteriochlorophyll molecules. Combination of the exciton diffusion coefficient with the exciton lifetime (τ E ) yields the exciton diffusion length (Λ E ), according to
The center-to-center distance of 6.8 Å 22 and the energy transfer rate of typically 10 13 s -1 result in an exciton diffusion coefficient of about 5 × 10 -6 m 2 /s. Hence, during the lifetime of typically 50 ps 19 an exciton can make on average 5 × 10 2 hops, and Λ E is on the order of 15 nm. This length is close to the average distance between the location of exciton formation and the bacteriochlorophyll a containing base plate, 9 so that almost all photogenerated excitons arrive at the reaction center.
In contrast to natural systems, Λ E in molecular organic dye layers is typically on the order of only a few nanometers. [23] [24] [25] For a few molecular dye systems, exciton diffusion lengths of several tens of nanometers have been realized in vacuum thermal deposited layers. [26] [27] [28] [29] The expensive and elaborate deposition method makes these layers, however, less attractive for application in molecular devices. In this context, porphyrin derivatives are of great interest, since thin films of this class of materials can be prepared by spincoating. For several free-base and zinc meso-tetrakisphenylporphyrin derivatives, the introduction of appropriate alkyl substituents has been reported to affect the molecular organization and consequently the exciton diffusion length. [30] [31] [32] [33] The introduction of octyl side chains has been observed to result in the formation of molecular stacks along which excitons can undergo intrastack diffusion with Λ E ) 9 ( 3 nm. 31 In contrast, exciton diffusion between stacks has been found to be considerably less efficient. 30, 31 The latter is problematic, since for optoelectronic applications efficient exciton transport through the organic layer toward an active (e.g., electron-accepting) interface has to be directed perpendicular to this interface, while the molecular stacks tend to align parallel to a substrate. 30, 34 Recently, we have reported a lower limit for Λ E in the direction perpendicular to a TiO 2 substrate of 12 nm for a system based on nematically organized, homeotropically aligned meso-tetrakis(4-n-butylphenyl)porphyrin molecules. 35 However, the favorable molecular organization has only been obtained for layers thinner than 35 nm, which can be an important limitation for application in practical devices.
The aim of the current study is to achieve efficient energy transfer toward an active interface using the concept of selfassembled chromophore molecules. Numerous reports deal with the synthesis and structural characterization of self-assembling mimics of bacteriochlorophyll molecules, such as the robust and relatively easily available porphyrin and chlorin derivatives. [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] So far, no experimental demonstration of long-range exciton diffusion for such systems has been published. In this work the relationship between self-assembly and the ability to transport excitons is studied for two porphyrin derivatives, namely {meso-tetrakis[3,5-bis(dimethylaminomethyl)phenyl]porphyrinato}zinc-(II) (ZnNP) and {meso-tetrakis[3,5-bis(methoxymethyl)phenyl]-porphyrinato}zinc(II) (ZnOP). The chemical structures of these porphyrin derivatives are shown in Figure 1A . Self-assembly is accomplished by the formation of coordinative bonds between the electron-accepting Zn atom and the electron-donating benzylic heteroatoms at the 3-or the 5-position of the mesophenyl rings of an adjacent molecule. A close analogue of ZnOP having Br atoms at the para-positions of the phenyl groups (ZnOPBr) has recently been observed by single-crystal X-ray crystallography to self-assemble as shown in Figure 1B . 46 
(1)
and electron-accepting groups, comparable self-assembling behavior is expected, as also proposed earlier 46 and validated below. ZnOPBr is not included in the current study on exciton transfer, since the heavy Br atom leads to significant intersystem crossing from singlet to triplet excited states, 47 which will be the topic of another study. To substantiate the impact of selfassembly on the exciton diffusion length, also a porphyrin derivative that is expected not to self-assemble is studied, namely {meso-tetrakis[3,5-bis(tert-butyl)phenyl]porphyrinato}zinc(II) (ZnBuP). The benzylic substituents of ZnBuP possess a similar steric bulk to that of the CH 2 OCH 3 and CH 2 N(CH 3 ) 2 groups but lack the electron-donating ability. The molecular organization in spincoated films of the porphyrin derivatives investigated is studied using optical techniques and X-ray diffraction. Exciton transport and dissociation in a bilayer of the porphyrin derivatives and smooth TiO 2 are studied using the time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) method. Excitons are formed by illumination with a nanosecond laser pulse. Those excitons that are able to reach the interface with TiO 2 can undergo interfacial dissociation into separate charge carriers. The electrons injected into the TiO 2 layer are monitored by measuring the microwave conductivity. The exciton diffusion length and the interfacial electron injection yield are determined from fitting an analytical model to the experimental microwave conductivity data. The energy transfer rate between adjacent molecules is strongly affected by molecular self-assembly. This offers promising prospects for use of these materials to convert solar energy into chemical or electrical energy in, e.g., photocatalytic applications, sensors, and photovoltaics. [48] [49] [50] [51] 
Experimental Section
Synthesis of Porphyrin Derivatives. The porphyrin derivatives ZnOP, ZnNP, and ZnBuP were synthesized as described in ref 46.
Sample Preparation. Thin smooth anatase TiO2 films with a thickness of ca. 100 nm, prepared by chemical vapor deposition onto 1 × 12 × 25 mm 3 quartz substrates, were purchased from Everest Coatings, Delft, The Netherlands. Porphyrin films were prepared by spincoating, either from a solution in CHCl3 (Anhydrous, 99+%, Aldrich, in case of ZnOP, ZnOPBr and ZnBuP) or from a solution in toluene (Anhydrous, 99.8%, Aldrich, used for ZnNP) at 2500 rpm under N 2 atmosphere. The ZnNP solution was filtrated using a 0.45 µm PTFE filter with polypropylene housing. Prior to film deposition, the quartz and TiO 2 substrates were annealed in air at 450°C for 1 h. After porphyrin film deposition, the samples were annealed at 200°C under a N2 atmosphere for 15 min. Porphyrin film thicknesses were determined using a Veeco Dektak 8 Stylus Profiler.
Optical Characterization. Optical transmission and reflection spectra were recorded using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 UV/vis/NIR spectrometer. The optical density (OD), the fraction of absorbed light (FA), and the extinction coefficient ( ) were determined as described in ref 52. The wavelength dependent OD and FA are denoted as the absorption spectrum and the optical attenuation spectrum, respectively. Steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence spectra were recorded with a Lifespec -ps setup using a 405 nm excitation source (Edinburgh Instruments). Polarized Optical micrographs of the porphyrin films were recorded between crossed polarizers using a Nikon Eclipse E600 Polarizing Optical Microscope.
X-ray Diffraction Analysis. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed in the Bragg-Brentano mode on a Bruker-AXS D8 Advance powder X-ray diffractometer, equipped with automatic divergence slits and a Våntec-1 detector and using a Co anode (λ KR ) 1.790 26 Å) operated at 30 kV and 45 mA. The X-ray diffraction intensity found for a bare substrate was subtracted from the intensity observed for a porphyrin-coated substrate.
Photoconductivity Experiments. The TRMC method and experimental setup are described in refs 25 and 53. The porphyrin/TiO 2 bilayers were mounted in an X-band microwave cavity at a position of maximum electric field strength and illuminated either from the side of the TiO2 substrate (backside) or from the side of the porphyrin film (front side). The illumination intensity was varied between 10 11 and 10 13 photons/cm 2 per pulse. The data analysis has been described in detail previously. 52, 53 Briefly, formation of mobile charge carriers due to illumination with a nanosecond laser pulse (3 ns fwhm) leads to an increase of the photoconductance (∆G), followed by an eventual decrease due to decay of charge carriers. The increase in photoconductance is related to the normalized change in reflected microwave power (∆P/P) according to The sensitivity factor K was determined as described in ref 54 and equals 7 × 10 4 S -1
. From the maximum of ∆G during time, the incident (46) 
∆P(t)
Exciton Transport in Self-Assembled Porphyrins A R T I C L E S photon to charge separation efficiency (IPCSE) was determined, as described in ref 32.
Results and Discussion
Structural Characterization. In case the formation of a coordinative bond between the electron-accepting central Zn atom and an electron-donating side group of an adjacent molecule leads to a change in optical features, the occurrence of self-assembly can be determined using optical absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. 39, 55, 56 Figure 2A shows the absorption spectrum of ZnBuP monomers dissolved in pure CHCl 3 , which is found to be similar to the absorption spectra of ZnOP and ZnNP in pure CHCl 3 . The transitions from the S 0 to the S 1 level and a higher vibrational mode give rise to the two Q-bands that peak at 589 and 550 nm, respectively. The S 0 -S 2 transition results in a strong absorption band that peaks at 423 nm. 47 The data in Figure 2A show that addition of 25 µL of pyridine leads to a red-shift of the absorption bands (peaks at 605, 565, and 431 nm) and a more intense lowest Q-band. These changes in optical features are attributed to the formation of one-to-one complexes of pyridine with the ZnBuP molecule, resulting in a penta-coordination of the Zn atom. 57, 58 The absorption spectra of ZnOP and ZnNP in CHCl 3 /pyridine are observed to be similar to that of ZnBuP in CHCl 3 /pyridine. Hence, the difference in benzylic substituents does not affect the absorption spectra.
Analogous to the changes in monomer absorption due to coordination of the central Zn atom by pyridine, molecular selfassembly in solid films can be monitored by a red-shift in absorption and a more intense lowest Q-band. 57 Figure 2B shows the absorption spectra of ZnBuP, ZnOP, and ZnNP deposited on quartz. The absorption bands of ZnBuP on quartz are only broadened as compared to ZnBuP dissolved in CHCl 3 . The absence of a red-shift and a more intense lowest Q-band in the absorption spectrum shows that most likely no coordinative bonds are present in the film, indicative of the absence of selfassembled ZnBuP molecules. In contrast, the absorption spectra of ZnOP and especially ZnNP on quartz show a considerable red-shift and a more intense lowest Q-band as compared to ZnBuP. This is attributed to the presence of coordinative bonds between the electron-accepting Zn atom and the electrondonating oxygen or nitrogen atoms in the side groups. The redshift in absorption and increase of the intensity of the lowest Q-band are less pronounced for ZnOP than those for ZnNP, which might originate from the stronger coordinative bond in the case of the latter. 46, 59 The Soret absorption band of the ZnOP film shows a more pronounced split than that for ZnNP. This is attributed to a stronger excitonic coupling between selfassembled ZnOP molecules in a stack, possibly caused by a smaller center-to-center distance between adjacent molecules 46 leading to a larger excitonic splitting. In terms of the pointdipole approximation for the excitonic coupling, 60 the absence of a significant exciton splitting in the less intense Q-bands can be attributed to the lower transition dipole moments of the corresponding transitions as compared to the S 0 -S 2 transition that gives rise to the Soret absorption band. Figure 3A shows the fluorescence spectra for ZnBuP, ZnOP, and ZnNP on quartz. In agreement with the results discussed above, ZnOP and especially ZnNP exhibit red-shifted fluorescence bands as compared to ZnBuP, indicative of molecular self-assembly of the first two. Figure 3B shows the fluorescence decays of the ZnBuP, ZnOP, and ZnNP films on quartz. Fitting a monoexponential function convoluted with the instrumental response function to the decays yields exciton lifetimes of 74, 160, and 400 ps. The fits are included in Figure 3B . These lifetimes are significantly lower than the 1.3 ns lifetime observed for these porphyrin derivatives dissolved in CHCl 3 /pyridine (data not shown), which is most likely due to enhanced radiationless decay in solid films. The differences in optical features between ZnBuP films on one side and the ZnOP and ZnNP films on the other side are attributed to the presence of coordinative bonds for the latter two, indicative of molecular self-assembly. To obtain further insight in the molecular organization, polarized optical microscopy (POM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies are performed. Figure 4A shows the polarized optical micrograph and the X-ray diffraction pattern of ZnBuP on quartz. The ZnBuP film appears dark between crossed polarizer and analyzer and remains dark on rotation of the sample around the axis perpendicular to the plane of the film. This implies that the polarization of the incident light beam does not change upon transmission through the ZnBuP film. As a consequence, the transmitted light cannot pass through the crossed analyzer, resulting in a dark appearance of the film. The observed findings indicate an isotropic film structure with respect to rotation around the axis perpendicular to the plane of the film. This could be either due to an isotropic layer structure or due to a homeotropic molecular alignment (molecular planes aligned parallel to the substrate). The absence of a diffraction peak in the XRD pattern excludes the latter possibility and leads to the conclusion that the ZnBuP film lacks any molecular organization.
The X-ray diffraction pattern of ZnOPBr deposited on quartz, shown in Figure 4B , differs significantly from that of ZnBuP on quartz. The pronounced peaks in the XRD pattern observed for ZnOPBr originate from a well-developed periodic structure directed perpendicular to the substrate. The two peaks observed can be explained by first-and second-order diffraction by parallel planes with an interplanar distance (d) equal to 14.8 Å. This distance agrees with the diameter of a self-assembled stack of about 15 Å or, equivalently, with the distance between adjacent self-assembled stacks. Since only a periodic structure directed perpendicular to the substrate can give rise to a diffraction peak, this would imply the alignment of the propagation direction of the self-assembled stacks parallel to the substrate. In previous work on ZnOPBr crystals, the center-tocenter distance R DA between ZnOPBr molecules within a selfassembled stack has been found to be 8.75 Å, while the distance between the ZnOPBr macrocycles equals only 3.47 Å. 46 In case the ZnOPBr molecules in a crystal and in a thin film selfassemble in a similar way and the propagation direction of the self-assembled stacks in a film is parallel to the substrate, the angle between the ZnOPBr macrocycles and the substrate equals 23°as shown schematically in Figure 4 .
The polarized optical micrograph and XRD pattern of ZnOP on quartz, also shown in Figure 4B , are observed to be similar to those for ZnOPBr. The first-and second-order X-ray diffraction peaks are only slightly shifted toward higher angles. These peaks correspond to an interplanar distance equal to 14.01 Å. The slightly smaller interplanar distance as compared to ZnOPBr and less intense diffraction peaks are attributed to the absence of the Br atoms. Both ZnOPBr and ZnOP exhibit similar birefringent domains between crossed polarizer and analyzer. The birefringence is caused by an anisotropy of the index of refraction, leading to a splitting of the linearly polarized incident beam into two components with polarizations perpendicular to each other. As a consequence, part of the transmitted light beam can pass through the crossed analyzer, leading to a bright appearance of the film. The observed birefringence independently confirms the presence of molecular order in the ZnOPBr and ZnOP films. The birefringence is observed to be comparable for layers deposited on TiO 2 and quartz, as also observed previously, 35 showing a similar molecular organization on both substrates. The ordered domains have a typical area of 10 µm × 10 µm and a thickness of 50 nm. The comparable X-ray diffraction patterns and polarized optical micrographs suggest similar mutual orientations for the individual molecules in a self-assembled stack and for the alignment of the stacks with respect to the substrate. This implies that the propagation direction of the self-assembled ZnOP stacks is parallel to the substrate, with the angle between the ZnOP macrocycles and the substrate equal to 23°. Figure 4C shows the polarized optical micrograph and the X-ray diffraction pattern of ZnNP on quartz. The ZnNP film appears to possess both dark and birefringent domains between crossed polarizer and analyzer, corresponding to a combination of disordered and ordered regions, respectively. The X-ray diffraction peak observed for the ZnNP film corresponds in case of first-order diffraction to an interplanar distance equal to 16.6 Å, which is attributed to the distance between adjacent selfassembled stacks. The fact that only the ordered domains can contribute to the observed diffraction peak explains the lower intensity of this peak as compared to that observed for the ZnOP film.
Determination of the Exciton Diffusion Length. Quantification of the exciton transfer dynamics allows determining the impact of molecular order on the ability to transport excitons efficiently. Exciton diffusion is studied using the time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) technique. 25, 53 Figure 5A shows the photoconductance transients obtained on pulsed illumination at the absorption maximum of ZnBuP, ZnOP, and ZnNP films on TiO 2 . The samples are illuminated through the TiO 2 layer, resulting in a high initial exciton concentration near the TiO 2 /porphyrin interface. Those excitons that are able to reach the interface with TiO 2 can dissociate by injection of an electron into the TiO 2 layer. Since the mobility of electrons in TiO 2 61 largely exceeds the mobility of holes in porphyrins, 62 the observed change in photoconductance (∆G) mainly results from an increase of the number of mobile electrons in TiO 2 . The initial rise time of ∆G largely exceeds the laser pulse duration and is determined by the 18 ns response time of the microwave cavity. It follows from Figure 5A that illumination of a bilayer consisting of the self-assembled porphyrin derivatives ZnOP or ZnNP on TiO 2 results in a larger change in ∆G as compared to a bilayer of nonassembled ZnBuP and TiO 2 . This effect is most pronounced for ZnOP on TiO 2 , indicative of the most efficient photoinduced charge separation.
The incident photon to charge separation efficiency (IPCSE) is determined from ∆G as described in ref 32. Figure 5B shows the IPCSE as function of wavelength of ZnOP on TiO 2 . The IPCSE spectrum follows closely the optical attenuation spectrum, also presented in Figure 5B , which demonstrates clearly photosensitization of TiO 2 by the porphyrin derivative. The IPCSE at the absorption maximum equals 16%, comparable to the efficiency of the system based on nematically organized homeotropically aligned meso-tetrakis(4-n-butylphenyl)porphyrin molecules on TiO 2 we have studied recently. 35 An important advantage of ZnOP as compared to that system involves the absence of any observed sensitivity of the molecular organization to the thickness of the porphyrin layer, which is highly beneficial for application in molecular optoelectronics. Figure  5C shows the IPCSE as a function of incident light intensity. At illumination intensities below 2 × 10 12 photons/cm 2 /pulse no significant influence of the intensity on the IPCSE is observed. This indicates that exciton-exciton annihilation and bimolecular charge recombination processes are insignificant under these illumination conditions.
The exciton diffusion length (Λ E ) can be deduced by applying an analytical model for the photoinduced charge separation efficiency to describe the experimental TRMC data, as discussed previously. 63 The IPCSE depends on the fraction of incident photons that is reflected by the bilayer (F R ), the number of excitons that reaches the porphyrin/TiO 2 interface normalized to the number of incident photons (S), and the interfacial electron injection yield relative to all modes of interfacial exciton deactivation (φ inj ) according to
The factor S depends on the exponential absorption coefficient (R), the porphyrin layer thickness (L), and Λ E . Analytical equations for S on back-side (S BR , from the side of the TiO 2 substrate) and front-side (S FR , from the side of the porphyrin film) illumination can be derived by solving the classical diffusion equation for steady-state conditions and are given in Appendix A (see Supporting Information). [63] [64] [65] Accurate values for both φ inj and Λ E can be obtained by varying the thickness of the porphyrin layer. In case L < Λ E , almost all excitons formed are able to reach the excitondissociating interface. Since the number of excitons formed is insensitive to the side of illumination, the IPCSE values on backside and front-side illumination are expected to be comparable. Increasing L to values less than Λ E leads to an increase of the IPCSE, both for back-side and for front-side illumination, since more light is absorbed as the porphyrin layer becomes thicker. In the case of backside illumination, a further increase of L does not result in an additional increase of the IPCSE, because mainly those excitons formed within a distance Λ E from the interface can undergo interfacial charge separation. On the contrary, on front-side illumination increasing L results in a lower concentration of excitons near the porphyrin/TiO 2 interface. As a consequence the IPCSE decreases with increasing L and eventually becomes zero. Figure 6 shows the IPCSE divided by (1 -F R ) as a function of L on back-side and front-side illumination for ZnBuP on TiO 2 (A) and ZnOP on TiO 2 (B). The reason for presenting the IPCSE divided by (1 -F R ) involves the difference in F R between various samples. The experimental data presented in Figure 6 exhibit a layer thickness dependence that agrees with the expectations discussed above. Fitting eqs 4, A3, and A4 (see Appendix A of the Supporting Information) to the experimental data obtained for ZnBuP on TiO 2 results in Λ E ) 3 ( 1 nm 66 and φ inj ) 0.35 ( 0.05. Combining an exciton diffusion length of 3 nm with an exciton lifetime of 74 ps yields an exciton diffusion coefficient of 1 × 10 -7 m 2 /s, as follows from eq 2. Assuming a center-to-center distance R DA between ZnBuP molecules of 15 Å (diameter of a ZnBuP molecule) and using eq 1 yield an energy transfer rate equal to 4 × 10 10 s -1 . Within (63) (66) Note, that the root-mean-square diffusion distance (δD) is related to δE by δD ) (2δ) ‚ δE with δ as the dimensionality. The one-dimensional δD, in the direction perpendicular to the TiO2 substrate, hence equals 2 ‚ δE. its lifetime of 74 ps an exciton can hop on average only 3 times between adjacent ZnBuP molecules. The significantly larger ∆G and higher IPCSE observed for ZnOP and ZnNP on TiO 2 are indicative for more efficient exciton transport through films that consist of self-assembled stacks. The relatively poor solubility of ZnNP in toluene, however, does not allow preparing films thicker than 20 nm. The IPCSE divided by (1 -F R ) as a function of L on backside and front-side illumination is therefore only determined for ZnOP on TiO 2 . Fitting eqs 4, A3, and A4 to the experimental data shown in Figure 6B results in Λ E ) 15 ( 1 nm 66 and φ inj ) 0.60 ( 0.05. Combining an exciton diffusion length of 15 nm with an exciton lifetime of 160 ps gives an exciton diffusion coefficient equal to 1.4 × 10 -6 m 2 /s. Since the self-assembled stacks are aligned with their propagation direction parallel to the substrate, exciton motion in a direction perpendicular to the TiO 2 substrate occurs by interstack rather than by intrastack energy transfer, as shown schematically in Figure 4 . The value of R DA between an exciton-donating and -accepting ZnOP molecule is therefore taken equal to the interstack distance of 14.01 Å, determined by X-ray diffraction. Using eq 1, this distance and the found exciton diffusion coefficient yield k ET ) 7.2 × 10 11 s -1 . Within its lifetime of 160 ps an exciton can on average make 10 2 hops before decay to the ground state occurs.
Origin of the Enhanced Exciton Diffusion Length. Table  1 summarizes the parameters involved in energy transfer in films of the porphyrin derivatives investigated, together with literature values for natural chlorosomes. Comparison of the energy transfer parameters for ZnBuP and ZnOP shows that selfassembly of the latter strongly enhances the exciton diffusion length. This is due to a longer exciton lifetime and a larger exciton diffusion coefficient, originating from a higher energy transfer rate, as discussed below. The exciton diffusion length in the self-assembled ZnOP film is comparable to that in natural chlorosomes. It can be seen in Table 1 that k ET within a chlorosomal bacteriochlorophyll stack is more than 1 order of magnitude higher than that for ZnOP, as expected on the basis of the larger transition dipole moment of the Q-band of bacteriochlorophyll molecules. However, the larger value for R DA and τ E for ZnOP lead to a value for Λ E comparable to that for a bacteriochlorophyll stack. In addition, it should be noted that the value for Λ E determined for ZnOP corresponds to interstack exciton diffusion, while the Λ E value for bacteriochlorophyll stacks refers to intrastack motion.
In the limit of weak intermolecular excitonic coupling, the motion of excitons can be considered as diffusive with an intermolecular hopping rate k ET given by 67, 68 The factor V DA denotes the excitonic coupling between the energy donor and acceptor, and J DA represents the spectral overlap integral. The definition and evaluation of the spectral overlap integrals for ZnBuP and ZnOP are specified in Appendix B (see Supporting Information). The experimental absorption and fluorescence spectra yield comparable values for J DA equal to 1.5 × 10 18 J -1 for ZnBuP and 1.8 × 10 18 J -1 for ZnOP. Hence, the much higher k ET found for ZnOP is mainly due to a larger value of V DA . Using eq 5 with the experimentally determined values for k ET and J DA yields excitonic couplings V DA of 36 cm -1 for ZnBuP and 1.3 × 10 2 cm -1 for ZnOP. The value of V DA equal to 1.3 × 10 2 cm -1 observed for ZnOP indicates a strong excitonic coupling between adjacent selfassembled stacks, which must originate from a favorable mutual orientation of molecules in adjacent stacks. Quantum-chemical calculations on excitonic couplings are underway in order to establish to which extent the value for interstack excitonic coupling can be understood on the basis of the molecular organizations deduced above and whether exciton transfer can be further improved.
Conclusions
This work involves a study of the relationship between molecular self-assembly of porphyrin derivatives and the ability to transport excitons efficiently to an active interface. ZnBuP films are found to have a disordered structure, in which the exciton diffusion length equals 3 ( 1 nm. In contrast, ZnOP molecules self-assemble via coordinative bonds between adjacent molecules. This leads to the formation of molecular stacks aligned parallel to a TiO 2 substrate. The diffusion length for exciton transport between the stacks is as long as 15 ( 1 nm. The large exciton diffusion length originates from both a long exciton lifetime and a strong excitonic coupling for interstack energy transfer. The difference in exciton diffusion length between ZnBuP and ZnOP demonstrates the importance of molecular self-assembly leading to efficient interstack exciton transport. The efficient interstack energy transfer has promising prospects for application of such self-assembled porphyrins in optoelectronics.
